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Wetting in a phase separating polymer blend film: Quench depth dependence
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We have used3He nuclear reaction analysis to measure the growth of the wetting layer as a function of
immiscibility ~quench depth! in blends of deuterated polystyrene and poly~a-methylstyrene! undergoing
surface-directed spinodal decomposition. We are able to identify three different laws for the surface layer
growth with time t. For the deepest quenches, the forces driving phase separation dominate~high thermal
noise! and the surface layer grows with at1/3 coarsening behavior. For shallower quenches, a logarithmic
behavior is observed, indicative of a low noise system. The crossover from logarithmic growth tot1/3 behavior
is close to where a wetting transition should occur. We also discuss the possibility of a ‘‘plating transition’’
extending complete wetting to deeper quenches by comparing the surface field with thermal noise. For the
shallowest quench, a critical blend exhibits at1/2 behavior. We believe this surface layer growth is driven by
the curvature of domains at the surface and shows how the wetting layer forms in the absence of thermal noise.
This suggestion is reinforced by a slower growth at later times, indicating that the surface domains have
coalesced. Atomic force microscopy measurements in each of the different regimes further support the above.
The surface in the region oft1/3 growth is initially somewhat rougher than that in the regime of logarithmic
growth, indicating the existence of droplets at the surface.

PACS number~s!: 68.45.Gd, 68.10.Jy, 68.15.1e, 82.65.Dp
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of wetting and the simplicity of the gener
concept hide many problems in fundamental physics@1#. It
has long been accepted that polymer blends present an
means to study wetting because the length of polymer ch
slows their motion to experimentally accessible time sca
The formation and growth of wetting layers is a case in po
and has received a great deal of attention, both experim
tally @2–10# and theoretically@11–20#.

We consider the growth of the wetting layer in a pha
separating system undergoing surface-directed spinoda
composition@9#. Theoretically, it has been shown to be po
sible to form a layered structure parallel to the interfa
Normally, however, Ostwald ripening of domains at the s
faces tends to drive the phase separation without laye
@13–18#. In order to study wetting from a mixture withou
such domain growth, it is desirable to have a surface ene
difference between the components~which drives the wet-
ting! dominating over bulk phase separation. This can o
be achieved in low noise systems or close to the crit
point.

In most phase separating polymer systems the wet
layer grows with at1/3 growth law, but previous measure
ments on a blend of deuterated polystyrene~d-PS! and
poly~a-methylstyrene! ~PaMS! @7# revealed a surface laye
that grew logarithmically with time. This system has be
suggested as a good candidate for a polymer blend exhib
low noise behavior@11#. There has been an attempt to e

*Author to whom correspondence should be addres
~Bayreuth!.
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perimentally simulate low noise, but this was limited to la
stage coarsening@10#. In the present work, we consider th
growth of the wetting layer in d-PS/PaMS blends as a func-
tion of the quench depth«. This enables us to vary th
strength of the surface field with respect to thermal noi
We observe three different growth laws and shall discuss
results in terms of the wetting transition. We also sugg
that a plating transition at the surface@13# might also con-
tribute.

In a phase separating mixture, as in any binary mixtu
the surface is enriched by the component of lower surf
energy. For shallow quenches, a homogeneous wetting l
will grow into the bulk of the film. Complete wetting is
determined by the sign of the spreading coefficientS given
by Young’s equation,

S5gB2~gAB1gA!, ~1!

whereg is the interfacial tension of a particular compone
The subscriptsA, B, and AB indicate the different compo
nents and the interface, respectively. WhenS is positive, the
A component will form a wetting layer at the surface. At th
critical point the interfacial energy will be zero~because the
two components will be at the limit of miscibility! and wet-
ting will proceed. Such critical point wetting, and the tran
tion to partial wetting, has been developed theoretically@21#.
It has been noted that polymer mixtures are particularly
teresting as the interfacial tensions are usually low, and
transition from partial to complete wetting~hereafter the
wetting transition! can occur some distance from the critic
point @22#.

For quenches deeper than that corresponding to the
ting transition, partial wetting corresponds to the ener
d

940 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 941WETTING IN A PHASE SEPARATING POLYMER BLEND . . .
minimum. That is, droplets of one phase will exist at t
surface in coexistence with a minority phase. It has b
shown theoretically, however, that a wetting layer may ex
even when partial wetting would be expected. Using c
dynamical simulations, Marko@13# demonstrated that, in
phase separating systems, it is possible to have a unif
domain at the surface~‘‘plating’’ !, even when the equilib-
rium surface energies would predict two different phases
the surface. This can only be the case when thermal nois
small compared to the effective surface field. However, wh
thermal noise is increased, this uniform layer can no lon
be supported and the surface consists of nucleated ‘‘sur
droplets.’’ The transition from surface droplets to plating
known as the ‘‘plating transition.’’ In polymer systems, th
low noise criterion can only be achieved in higher molecu
weight (Mw) systems, and then usually only for very shallo
quenches. The higher the molecular weight, the easier it
be to observe plating. Low molecular weight polymer blen
are not expected to display plating at all, even for the sh
lowest quenches.

II. EXPERIMENT

Films of blends of deuterated polystyrene and poly~a-
methylstyrene! were created by spin casting from tolue
solution. All polymers were monodisperse~polydispersity
less than 1.10! and were purchased from Polymer Standa
Service~Mainz!. In previous studies of these blends the s
bility of the PaMS was tested at high temperatu
@8#. PaMS is intrinsically unstable, but, by using an appr
priate termination, the polymer will withstand the elevat
temperatures needed for the experiments described be
Eight such blends were made, using different combinati
of molecular weights, shown in Fig. 1. The films were abo
1 mm thick, in order that finite size effects caused by t

FIG. 1. Quench depth« for mixtures of d-PS and PaMS with
different molecular weights and composition
Mw~d-PS!/Mw(PaMS) ~1! 35 000/41 700,~2! 80 000/41 700,~3!
35 000/108 000, ~4! 80 000/108 000, ~5! 190 000/41 700, ~6!
123 000/108 000, ~7! 163 000/108 000, ~8! 190 000/108 000.
Squares, triangles and the circle denote regions where best fi
the data give approximate growth laws oft1/3, log(t), and t1/2, re-
spectively. The shaded area marks the region of log(t) growth.
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formation of the wetting layer could be ignored~although for
the deepest quenches this proved not to be the case!. All
samples were annealed in vacuum (,1022 mbar) at 185 °C
for a range of annealing times from a minimum of 20 min
a maximum of eight days. The oven temperature was c
sidered stable to61 °C and the accuracy of the thermocoup
was tested by observing an indium wire melt at 156 °C. W
therefore attribute a systematic error of 1 °C and a rand
error of 1 °C to our results.

All measurements were made using the ion beam profi
technique of3He nuclear reaction analysis~NRA! @23# at the
8 MV Van de Graaff accelerator facility of the University o
Freiburg. This technique enables a concentration-depth
file of a deuterated component to be measured. Monoe
getic ~1 MeV! 3He ions incident on the sample react wi
deuterium, creating protons anda particles. The energy o
these particles is dependent upon the energy of the3He ions,
which in turn is dependent on the depthz in the sample that
the reaction took place. The depth dependence is due to
3He ions ~and a particles! losing energy in traversing the
sample. Either thea particles or protons can be detecte
Since we are measuring the profile at the surface we ma
detecta particles@24#.

III. RESULTS

A. Phase diagram

The phase diagram for blends of polystyrene and PaMS is
well known ~several references are listed elsewhere@8#!. We
use the measurements of Lin and Roe@25# as the basis of our
phase diagram. They calculated an interaction param
given by

x5
A

T
@0.062620.0018f2~5.631025!T#, ~2!

whereT is the absolute temperature,f is the volume fraction
of d-PS, andA is a constant~53 K!. The lattice parameter is
0.56 nm Å. We found that the valueA553 K was too low
for our measurements; surface-directed spinodal decomp
tion was observed in films that should have been misc
with this interaction parameter. We were able to measurx
and so to scale the value ofA by observing the value off in
the depletion layer at the coexistence value behind a wet
layer for a metastable mixture@8#. This value remained con
stant with time, so any effect of phase separation in the m
stable region of the phase diagram could be neglected.
other determination of coexistence was made by measu
the equilibrium surface excessz* as a function of bulk d-PS
concentration~the adsorption isotherm! @8#. In this case the
measured surface excess should diverge logarithmicall
the binodal:

z!52Z lnS f`2fa

f`
D , ~3!

whereZ is a constant andf` andfa are the respective bulk
and binodal volume fractions. The adsorption isotherm
this blend is shown in Fig. 2.

We therefore useA584 K for the least immiscible blend
~35 000/41 700! andA577 K for all others~it was measured

to
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942 PRE 62GEOGHEGAN, ERMER, JU¨ NGST, KRAUSCH, AND BRENN
for the 35 000/108 000 blend!. For more immiscible system
it is more difficult to obtain this value accurately, because
depletion layer becomes smaller. In these cases, howe
errors in the value ofA are much less important. The reas
for the discrepancy in the values ofA and the difference of
our x value from that of Lin and Roe@25# is not clear but is
likely to be due to slight differences in the synthesis of t
PaMS. We note, for example, that the glass transition te
peratures of the different PaMS samples have been measur
by differential scanning calorimetry and are 169 °C (Mw
541 700) and 173 °C (Mw5108 000). This may be one rea
son why the values ofx are different, and there are likely t
be others, an example of which might be the effect of diff
ent polydispersities in the different polymers. Since we m
sure all samples after heating at 185 °C~458 K!, we are using
our own measurement ofx in the present work. The Lin and
Roe value@25# is used in its scaled form to calculate th
location of the critical temperature, which is important f
the calculation of the quench depths. Deeper quench de
may well be slightly in error if the temperature dependen
of the value ofx is different from that measured in Lin an
Roe’s work. However, such an effect should be small a
will not alter the conclusions of the present work.

B. NRA measurements of growth laws

We have measured samples for a variety of que
depths, from«5(x2xs)/xs50.06 to «52.6, wherexs is
the value ofx on the spinodal. Sample data are shown in F
3. The surface excess was determined as the integr
amount of polystyrene

z!5E
0

z0
f~z!dz, ~4!

where z0 is the depth at whichf is a minimum ~i.e., we
measure the surface excess with respect to the height o
depletion layer and not the bulk volume fraction!. At early
times, we cannot tell whether or not the surface layer
surface phases have reached coexistence due to the lim
resolution of the experiment. However, this uncertainty
present in very few samples and certainly will not affect t
results that we present. Incidentally, we should point out t
we are not using the local equilibrium approximation of L

FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherm for the 35 000/41 700 blend
185 °C. The surface excess diverges atf50.28, which we take for
the binodal at this temperature.
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powsky and Huse@19# in our analysis. Since we are in th
two-phase region of the phase diagram, it is very likely th
for deeper quenches, the depletion layer itself contains
phases.

In Fig. 4 we plot the measured surface excess as a fu
tion of annealing time. We show the growth laws as bo
double-and single-logarithmic plots, with the linear fit co
tained in the main plot. For the deepest quenches~«52.6,
2.4, and 2.0! we found a surface excessz!(t) growth close to
t1/3, with growth exponents of 0.34, 0.37@Fig. 4~a!#, and
0.35, respectively. The error in each exponent is about 0
For shallower quenches, which were at critical and o
critical compositions, the surface layer growth was logari
mic @Fig. 4~b!#. Finally, for the shallowest quench@«
50.06, Fig. 4~c!# we see that a rapid initialt0.47 growth law
eventually crosses over to a smaller growth exponent (t0.13).

C. Atomic force microscopy measurements

Given the different growth regimes that we observed
ing NRA, it would clearly be desirable to acquire a thre
dimensional image of the near-surface region. However,
tinguishing between d-PS and PaMS proves to be a very
difficult task given that the polymers are chemically qu
similar. In spite of these limitations, we measured one se
films from each of the above growth regimes using atom
force microscopy~AFM!. Sample images are shown in Fi
5. For films that display at1/3 growth law for the surface
wetting layer, the surface is initially rough, with a rm
roughness of 3.6 nm after annealing for 270 min@Fig. 5~a!#.
We see here small holes in the surface. These holes di
pear at later times, when the surface is completely cove
with d-PS. This is shown in Fig. 5~b! for a sample annealed
for 10 945 min. The surface also becomes flatter, as befi
sample with a uniform surface layer; the roughness in t
figure is measured at 1.9 nm. In the logarithmic growth
gime, the surface does not display any evidence of rou
ness. Samples measured for 31, 1325, and 6532 min ha
roughness of less than 0.6 nm. We show one example in
5~c! for the 6532 min sample. The behavior for the shallo
est quench is quite striking. In Figs. 5~d! and 5~e! we show
images for samples annealed for 752 and 10 945 min.
sample annealed for 752 min has a roughness of 4.0
However, holes develop in these samples and grow. In
10 945 min sample they are clearly visible. The area aro
the holes in this sample has a roughness of around 1
indicating that the film has become more homogeneous
the insets to Fig. 5, we show line scans of part of each im
to clarify these height variations. The roughnesses quo
above werenot calculated from these line scans, but from t
complete images@the holes in Fig. 5~e! were excluded from
the roughness calculations, however#.

D. NRA measurements of single-chain diffusion

We shall see in the discussion below that it is useful
assess whether or not phase separation occurs in the bu
the mixture with the shallowest quench. If phase separa
were occurring, there would be two different entropic~rep-
tation! diffusion coefficients, one corresponding to ea
phase. To measure these diffusion coefficients, a blend~f
50.518, of the least immiscible 35 000/41 700 blend! was

t
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PRE 62 943WETTING IN A PHASE SEPARATING POLYMER BLEND . . .
FIG. 3. NRA data for different annealing times for three different blends. In~a! and~b! we present data for the 163 000/108 000 ble
after annealing for 270 and 8125 min, respectively. In~c! and ~d! we present data for the 80 000/41 700 blend after 270 and 6000
annealing, respectively (f`50.37). In~e! and~f! we present data for samples from the 35 000/41 700 blend after respective annealing
of 270 and 2883 min.
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floated off a glass microslide onto water. This was picked
on a silicon wafer onto which a similar film had already be
spin coated to make a two-layer film~bilayer!. The only
difference between the two layers is that the bottom la
contained normal~nondeuterated! polystyrene~h-PS! with
Mw534 000 andf50.515. Given the similarity of the two
p

r

layers there should be no thermodynamic barrier to diffus
across the two films. One can therefore measure the diffu
coefficient of the polystyrene in the mixture. Shown in Fig
are the data for an unannealed bilayer, and bilayers anne
for 15 and 30 min at 187 °C. The diffusion coefficient
each film is 4.8310213cm2 s21. It was not possible to obtain
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944 PRE 62GEOGHEGAN, ERMER, JU¨ NGST, KRAUSCH, AND BRENN
a diffusion coefficient in a similar experiment withMw

5108 000 PaMS in place of the 41 700 used here due
phase separation and nucleation in the as cast film.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Deepest quenches

All evidence, both theoretical and experimental, sugge
that for deep quenches the growth exponent should b1

3

@4,5,13–18#. Indeed, this is what we observe. The growth
the surface layer can be either through droplets of one ph
forming and coalescing on the surface or via a uniform w
ting layer. In our case, the roughness of the surface wo
indicate that a wetting layer did not initially form. Howeve
at later times, when a pure d-PS layer was present at
surface, the roughness did significantly decrease to that f
homogeneous film.

The wetting layer in these samples consisted of d-PS w
a volume fraction of very close to unity. In th
163 000/108 000 blend we saw the wetting layer grow t
thickness of some 500 nm. In this case finite size effects
significant. Here the surface layer probably formed fro
droplets rich in one phase. Since coexistence in these film
near unity, droplets rich in d-PS will expel PaMS-rich
phases from the surface as these domains coarsen.

B. Logarithmic growth

The logarithmic growth has also been predicted theor
cally @13,15#, where a strong surface field orders the pha
parallel to the surface. The slowing down is due to the f
that polymer motion must be cooperative if ordering is
persist into the film. It is hard to conceive of a mechani
whereby this surface growth is due to the formation of s
face droplets and not to a wetting layer. Our AFM measu
ments support the existence of a uniform wetting layer
cause the surface remained relatively flat with roughnes
remaining less than 6 Å.

We are also able to make conclusions about the sur
interaction in this system. In a numerical study of the kin
ics of wetting in an unstable system, a logarithmic thicken
of the surface layer was obtained for a short-ranged sur
potential@15,16#. A Lifshitz-Slyozov-like power law oft0.28

~the Ostwald ripening regime! was obtained only for a very
long-range surface field@16#. In another numerical study@18#
it was proposed that a polymer blend always exhibited
Lifshitz-Slyozov growth law when the system was underg
ing bulk spinodal decomposition. Puri, Binder, and Fris
@16# argued that this would be so only if there were dropl
at the surface. Our results support this conclusion@16#. Lip-
owsky and Huse@19# also report a slower growth of th
wetting layer. They demonstrated that even in the metast
region the dynamics of the further growth of an initial th
wetting layer is proportional tot1/8, t1/10, and log(t) for non-
retarded and retarded van der Waals forces, and short-r
forces, respectively. All the available theoretical eviden
leads us to conclude that the surface interaction is s
range.

It has been suggested that the data presented in the e
publication demonstrating surface-directed spinodal dec
position in a d-PS/PaMS blend @7# could be a very good
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realization of a low noise system on account of the logar
mic growth of the surface layer@11#. These authors argue
that previous studies, specifically those on the isotopic po
~ethylenepropylene! ~PEP/d-PEP! blend@5#, corresponded to
a high noise, low surface field regime. The suggestion w
that the wetting layer in the PEP/d-PEP film was form

FIG. 4. The evolution of the surface excessz* as a function of
annealing time for quench depths of ~a! «52.4
(163 000/108 000),~b! «50.44~80 000/41 700,f`50.37!, and~c!
«50.06 (35 000/41 700). The best fit in~a! is to t0.3760.01. Most
quenches, for example those in~b!, have best fits to a logarithmic
wetting layer growth. The shallowest quench~c! shows a crossove
from t0.47 scaling to a slowert0.13 wetting layer growth. For com-
parison, the insets to~a! and~c! show the surface excess on a line
scale and the inset to~b! shows a double-logarithmic plot.
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PRE 62 945WETTING IN A PHASE SEPARATING POLYMER BLEND . . .
FIG. 5. AFM data, showing the topography of the surface of samples from each different growth regime. In~a! and~b! we show samples
for the molecular weight pair 163 000/108 000 after annealing for 270 and 10 945 min, respectively. In~c! we show the surface of the
molecular weight pair 35 000/108 000 (f`50.37) after annealing for 6532 min. In~d! and~e! we show samples from the shallowest quen
~35 000/41 700! after annealing at 185 °C for 752 and 10 945 min, respectively. The lighter regions of the figures represent higher a
the relevant length scales are@length (mm)3width (mm)3height~nm!# ~a! 10310350, ~b! 10310320, ~c! 23235, ~d! 10310350, and
~e! 503503150. In the inset to each figure we show a line scan, to illustrate the roughness in the film~abscissas are inmm and the ordinates
in nm!. The lines used for these scans are shown in each image. In~a! and~e! we applied an offset to the height in the line scans to ena
the use of the samescale in each plot.
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946 PRE 62GEOGHEGAN, ERMER, JU¨ NGST, KRAUSCH, AND BRENN
from droplets on the surface. In fact, the greater ordering
occurs in the PEP/d-PEP blends~a second d-PEP-rich laye
is visible behind the surface layer! may suggest that this
blend is a better realization of the low noise system than
d-PS/PaMS blend studied here. We discuss this in more
tail below when we consider the plating transition.

Incidentally, our measurements are not the first whe
logarithmic growth law is replaced byt1/3 for deeper
quenches. This change in kinetics as a result of differ
quench depths has also been reported for AlZn alloys@26#,
where the growth law ist1/3 at room temperature and log(t)
at elevated temperatures.

FIG. 6. NRA data for a diffusion couple in which the top an
bottom layers have similar amounts of polystyrene~f50.518 and
0.515, respectively!. The top layer contains the 35 000/41 70
blend, while in the bottom layer theMw535 000 d-PS is replaced
by Mw534 000 h-PS. In~a! we present data for the unanneal
sample and in~b! and ~c! the samples have been annealed at 1
61 °C for 15 and 30 min, respectively. The thickness of the up
layer varies considerably between bilayers~500, 670, and 370 nm
respectively!. By measuring the diffusion across the boundary
show that a diffusion coefficient of 4.8310213 cm2 s21 is appropri-
ate in both cases.
at

e
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C. Shallowest quench

The fast growth oft1/2 for «50.06 is probably driven by
the curvature of domains at the surface, as would be
pected for an Ising system@27#. We suggest that for this
earlier stage of phase separation the surface layer growth
be described similarly to that with a nonconserved order
rameter~Ising system! with the bulk acting as a reservoir fo
both components as given in the treatment of Saguiet al.
@17#. In order for this to be possible, it is necessary that th
be little or no phase separation in the bulk of the film. Sho
phase separation occur, the flux of material from the surf
would be reduced, lowering the growth exponent. At la
times we do see a slowing down of the surface layer grow
We assume that, at later times, when sufficiently large
mains have formed at the surface, coalescence occurs, f
ing a wetting layer. After this ordering the further growth
slowed down by the thickening of a wetting layer. We es
mated the growth exponent to bea50.1360.02, although
we suspect that this growth is logarithmic. Once a wett
layer has formed, Ising-like behavior can no longer be o
served due to the presence of a fully formed depletion lay
It seems reasonable to suppose that there is limited grow
the bulk of the film because the films are close to the sp
odal. Bulk spinodal decomposition is controlled by interd
fusion. Interdiffusion is inhibited both inside and outside t
spinodal by thermodynamic slowing down, a phenomen
already observed in d-PS/PaMS blends@28#.

The speculation that phase separation in the bulk is s
is confirmed by the single-chain diffusion coefficient me
surements~Fig. 6!. Because the data for the two anneali
times can be fitted using the same diffusion coefficient,
can assume that phase separation in the bulk is extrem
slow. Furthermore, the value of the diffusion coefficient th
we measured (4.8310213cm2 s21) is in relatively good
agreement with measurements of these diffusion coefficie
for smaller values off ~in the one-phase and metastab
regions!, the extrapolated value being 2.9310213cm2 s21

@29#. We conclude therefore that in the shallowest quen
fluctuations can be neglected and the mixture is an extrem
good example of a low noise system.

Neutron reflectometry data from a similar blend close
the spinodal also revealed a similar growth law@8# although
in this case there were only four annealing times. In t
paper it was suggested that nucleation affected the diffe
growth laws in the metastable regime. We know now th
this is not the case, with the two deeper metastable quen
probably being just inside the spinodal~their behavior is
similar to the shallowest quench described above!. Although
there has been another observation of this growth law@30#, it
is for a small molecule mixture with the formation of th
wetting layer already accomplished. In this case capill
flow due to hydrodynamic effects is responsible. This sho
not be the case for our polymer blend, particularly since
see a dropping off of the exponent at later times. Wiltz
and Cumming@3# observed even faster dynamics (t3/2) for a
polymer system. Although this result has not yet been sa
factorily explained, it is also likely to involve hydrodynami
effects.

The AFM data do not contradict our suggestion of curv
ture driven growth. The presence of holes at the surface d
onstrates that there is no homogeneous wetting layer form
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there; there must be two different phases at the surface.
crossover from thet1/2 to t0.13 growth laws corresponds to
flattening of the surface. In thet0.13 growth regime the area
around the holes is quite flat~;1 nm!, whereas, whent1/2

growth is observed, the surface has a greater roughnes
measured by AFM~;4 nm!. This fits in with the idea that in
the slower growth regime a wetting layer has formed beca
the regions of the lower surface energy phase have coale
to form a homogeneous wetting layer. The remaining qu
tions are as to how and why these holes form, and whethe
not they are relevant to our understanding of the wett
phenomena, or are just particular to the system we desc
here.

The question as to how these holes form must rem
open but we do propose possible explanations. The imm
ate suggestion is that dewetting has taken place. The h
have cross sections similar to that of a polymer dewett
from a more viscous substrate@31#. Could a d-PS-rich sur-
face layer be dewetting from a PaMS-rich depletion layer?
Since more immiscible blends did not display such behav
this possibility is highly unlikely.

A more plausible explanation for the holes may be tha
the two separate phases form at the surface, the region
the surface will shrink in volume. A d-PS-rich phase will n
significantly cause a change in volume, but a PaMS-rich
phase will contract rather more strongly, as it comes close
its glass transition. The film then ruptures at the surface
the polymer cannot move rapidly enough, the film will ru
ture. That we also see similar~albeit smaller! holes in thet1/3

system@Fig. 5~a!# also supports this argument. Here, we a
believe that there are two different phases at the surface.
means that here, as in the shallow quench, there is initi
no uniform wetting layer. As PaMS-rich phases form at the
surface, the film ruptures.

In Fig. 7 we show the growth of the volume of the hol
~the product of the radius squared and the depth! as a func-

FIG. 7. The depth, diameter, and volume of the holes in
surface layer of the films for the shallowest quench as a functio
annealing time. The volume is proportional to the product of
square of the diameter of the holes and their depth; the exact
ume itself is not plotted. The volumes given are considered accu
to ;50%. The error bars on the depth and diameter are630%. The
power law fits show that the depth, diameter, and volume of
holes grow ast0.48, t0.79, andt2.1, respectively. The arrow signifie
the point at which we observe a crossover in the growth of
surface layer fromt0.47 to t0.13.
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tion of time. The straight line shows the best fit, reveali
that the volume of the holes grows ast2.1. We note that there
is no significant change in the growth of these holes at
same time as the growth rate of the wetting layer chan
from t1/2 to t0.13 ~the crossover fromt1/2 to t0.13 is marked in
Fig. 7!. We conclude that the holes form when two separ
phases form on the surface. This is due to the rupture of
films caused by the change in the volume of the two sepa
phases.

D. Wetting transition

Jones@22# argued that polymer mixtures are ideal syste
to observe the wetting transition. This is because wetting
occur some distance away from the critical point in polym
mixtures. In our experiments, as we increase the que
depth, the growth laws governing the behavior of the wett
layer change from logarithmic growth tot1/3. Such behavior
is accompanied by a change in the roughness of the interf
When wetting is occurring, we should expect, and obse
with AFM measurements, a flat surface. In the partial w
ting regime, the film surface is rougher, consistent w
nucleated droplets at the surface. We shall predict the lo
tion of the wetting transition using such simple argumen
The wetting transition occurs when the energy required
support two separate phases of a mixture is equal to
reduction in energy caused by having the lower surface
ergy phase at the surface@21#.

To quantify such energy costs and gains more directly
consider that the free energy of this system is given by th
contributions. It is energetically beneficial for the compone
of the lower surface energy to be situated at the surfa
Against this, one needs to consider the energy cost in s
porting two different phases. Finally, the interface betwe
the two phases has its own contribution. We write the f
energy per unit area as@32#

F

kBT
5 f s~f!1E

0

`FG~f!2fDm`

1
a2

24f~12f! S df

dzD 2Gdz, ~5!

wherea is the Kuhn segment length~0.67 nm for polysty-
rene!, f s(f) represents the surface energy,G(f) is the
Gibbs free energy, andDm` is the chemical potential evalu
ated in the bulk system. BothG(f) andDm` can be evalu-
ated using Flory-Huggins lattice theory. The last term in t
integral is the free energy cost of a gradient in composit
and is evaluated in the strong segregation limit of the rand
phase approximation. The strong segregation limit is u
because, in our blends, the crossover from logarithmic tot1/3

growth occurs whenNx'6@1 @33#, whereN is the chain
length for an equivalent symmetric system. In the weak s
regation limit the prefactor 24 would be replaced by 36. O
minimizes the free energy using Euler’s equation to obta

2ms5aS G~f!2G~f`!2~f2f`!Dm`

6f~12f! D 0.5

, ~6!

where2ms can be considered as a surface chemical po
tial and is given by@22#
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2ms5
b3Dg

kBT
2bx~f2 1

2 !. ~7!

Hereb is the lattice parameter~0.56 nm! andDg is the sur-
face energy difference between the two components~0.27
mJ m22 @8#!. We plot Eq.~6! and the right hand side of Eq
~7! for some of the polymer mixtures measured here at
calculated coexistence values@Fig. 8~a!#. In Fig. 8~b! we
show the conditions necessary for a wetting transition. O
the 35 000/108 000 blend displays complete wetting at e
librium, and this is well inside the region of logarithm
growth ~Fig. 1!.

Below we consider how a plating transition can exte
wetting to regions where the minimum in energy cor
sponds to partial wetting. Before we draw such conclusio
it is important to note the limits of our calculations. If w
used a surface energy difference between the two polym
of some 30% greater than that used in the calculations of
location of the wetting transition, the plating transition wou
not be needed to explain the observed behavior. The v
used here is quoted from earlier measurements@8#, and be-
cause of the different miscibilities andTg’s of the different
PaMS samples used in these experiments, this is certa
possible, if unlikely.

FIG. 8. ~a! Phase portraits~Cahn plots! at 458 K for four of the
blends used in this study. The blends correspond to 3, 4, 5, and
Fig. 1. Of these, only the 35 000/108 000 blend displays comp
wetting at equilibrium. The thick solid line represents the surfa
chemical potential@Eq. ~7!#. ~b! Idealized phase portrait. The we
ting transition occurs when the shaded areas A and B are eq
When the area under B is greater than that under A, there is c
plete wetting, otherwise partial wetting represents the energy m
mum.
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E. Plating transition

Marko @13# postulated the existence of a plating transiti
for low noise systems. He defined low noise by introduci
the inequalityAg,1, where

g5
1

AN«
~8!

andN is a chain length and we have replaced 12T/Tc by «.
When this noise is smaller than the surface field, ‘‘plating
occurs at the surface, and when the noise is greater, dro
form at the surface. This surface field is somewhat diffic
to calculate but Marko points out that a reasonable estim
would be

sB5
AN

kBT«
s2, ~9!

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant,b is the Kuhn segmen
length, ands is of the order of the surface energy differen
between the two polymers. Using 0.27 mJ m22 for s @8# and
N5291 ~d-PS has a monomer molecular weight of 120.4
our lattice!, we obtain a surface field of 5.4. This we ca
compare withg50.24 (Ag/sB'0.09). Using such an esti
mate we therefore should be well inside the plating regime
Marko, which is borne out by our results. For the small
quench displayingt1/3 kinetics ~123 000/108 000! we obtain
Ag/sB'0.49 and for the deepest quench we measu
~190 000/108 000!, this was ;0.43. Although the ratio of
thermal noise to surface field is less than unity, our res
could still provide a demonstration of Marko’s plating tra
sition @13#. The reason why we observe surface dropl
whenAg/sB,1 is probably due to the approximations th
we have made. The main approximation is that the param
s is equal to the difference in surface tensions of the t
components. Marko pointed out that this parameter is of
order of the difference in the surface tensions of the tw
components. A better approximation would be to use
surface energy difference of the two phases. This will
lower than the surface energy difference of the two com
nents, and will slightly lowersB , increasing the ratioAg/sB .
Even this improvement is rather simplistic and we can
take our estimated values ofAg/sB as anything more than a
first approximation. Also, since we estimated the quen
depth from one value of coexistence at one temperature,
error in « will also be translated through to our result. W
suspect, however, that the approximations ins are the main
explanation of whyAg/sB,1 in the surface droplet regime

Marko’s analysis of the isotopic PEP data of Joneset al.
@9# is consistent with our results. He suggests that Jo
et al. have Ag/sB'0.15 and 0.13 in their mixture, which
would correspond to plating. In our data,Ag/sB'0.15 would
correspond to the logarithmic regime, indicative of a wetti
layer ~i.e., plating!. We note, however, that Marko’s analys
contradicts the suggestion of Puri and Frisch@11# that the
wetting in this system is driven by the formation of drople
at the surface.
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F. Dynamic scaling

It has been demonstrated theoretically@14# and experi-
mentally@5# that when there is only one relevant length sc
present, or when all length scales have the same growth
dynamic scaling should occur. This means that the volum
fraction–depth profiles, when the depth is divided by t
relevant length scale~the thickness of the surface layer, fo
example!, should overlap each other. In Fig. 9 we show su
data for one blend in each of the different growth regime

For the deepest quenches~t1/3 growth law!, as in the ex-
periment of Krauschet al. @5#, we observed dynamical sca
ing. For such deep quenches, all relevant length scales
expected to grow with such a scaling law; domains in
bulk as well as the surface layer. However, for shallow
quenches when the surface layer grows logarithmically w
time, it is not at all clear that any bulk phases in the vicin
of the surface should grow logarithmically. This is confirm
by the numerical simulations of Puri and Binder@15#, in
which the growth behavior parallel to the surface was diff

FIG. 9. Dynamic scaling tests for a blend in each of the o
served growth regimes. The molecular weight pairs are as
lows: ~a! 163 000/108 000,~b! 80 000/41 700 (f`50.37), ~c!
35 000/41 700. The annealing times are shown on the figures
reduce scatter and improve clarity, the data have been rebinne
groups of three points.
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ent from that perpendicular to the surface. If the surface
growing logarithmically, and bulk domains are growing
t1/3, dynamic scaling will not be possible simply because
depletion layer has a different growth law from the surfa
layer. Earlier measurements on this system@7# demonstrated
that there could be two different growth laws occurring
multaneously. In these earlier measurements a growth c
to the Lifshitz-Slyozov value was observed in a layer clo
the substrate, while the surface layer exhibited logarithm
growth.

Dynamic scaling provides an interesting test of our p
tulation that the surface layer growth is curvature driven. W
have suggested that the work of Saguiet al. @17# provides the
best explanation for the growth law at the shallow quench
the surface layer growth is curvature driven at early tim
with the bulk providing a reservoir, we need to assume t
there is little or no phase separation in the bulk, otherw
the flux of material to the surface is depleted. In such c
cumstances, there should be only one length scale, that o
wetting layer, and therefore dynamic scaling should ho
We see in Fig. 9~c! that this is indeed the case. However,
late times, the depletion layer becomes so large that the
length available is the thickness of the wetting layer. In su
circumstances dynamic scaling is not testable.

V. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated th
by changing the quench depth of a system, we can cha
the growth law of the surface wetting layer. In the chos
blend of d-PS and PaMS, a d-PS-rich surface layer is alway
observed after annealing at 185 °C. AFM measureme
showed that the deepest quench samples were initially c
siderably rougher than for shallower quenches. This in
cates that for these quenches droplets formed at the sur
In the films for the deepest quench at1/3 growth law was
observed. For shallower quenches the growth of the sur
layer was logarithmic in time. The small roughness for a fi
exhibiting logarithmic growth at the surface indicated a u
form wetting layer at the surface, in agreement with theor
ical predictions. By estimating the surface field and noise,
have been able to show that our results are consistent w
wetting transition extended by a plating transition of the ty
predicted by Marko@13#.

For the shallowest quench made we also observed,
AFM measurements, a rough surface. The rapid growth
(t1/2) measured with NRA for the surface layer suggest
curvature driven growth of the coexisting phase with t
lower surface energy~the d-PS-rich phase!. This is supported
by theory, providing there is no phase separation in the b
@17#. Measurements of single-chain diffusion coefficien
supported this suggestion that bulk phase separation is
tremely slow. This growth law decays to a slowert0.13 ~pos-
sibly logarithmic! growth at later times, which tends to ind
cate coalescence of the regions of the lower surface en
phase and the formation of a wetting layer. Such a conc
sion is supported by the flattening of the surface, as m
sured by AFM.

Dynamic scaling measurements support all of our conc
sions. The observation of dynamic scaling for the deep
quench~t1/3 growth! is not new@5#. The absence of dynami
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scaling in the logarithmic region can be explained by b
phase separation having a different growth law from tha
the surface. If we suppose that for the shallowest que
there is little or no phase separation in the bulk, then we h
only one length scale, and so dynamic scaling should
observed, which it is.

As a final remark, we note that the polymer blend stud
here consists of two polymers with differing glass tran
tions. By measuring samples annealed at temperatures
;15 °C above the higher of the two glass transition tempe
tures, concentration fluctuations may be minimized beca
they lead to significant variations in density. As such it m
be that such blends will generally display low noise behav
and therefore act as ideal systems for testing mean-field
havior.
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Note added in proof. We have become aware of experimen
carried out at the same time as those in the present w
which have also identified the wetting transition in a polym
blend film: J. Rysz, A. Budkowski, A. Bernasik, J. Klein, K
Kowalski, J. Jedlin´ski, and L. J. Fetters, Europhys. Lett. 5
35 ~2000!.
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